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Abstract

Transportation is the main source of environmental noise in Europe, with an

estimated 125 million people affected by excessive noise levels from road traf-

fic, causing a burden of noise related diseases and having a substantial economic

impact on society. In order to reduce exposure to high levels of traffic noise, two

approaches are the topic of extensive research: preventing sound from propagating

from roads and railways using for example noise barriers, and reducing the sources

of noise themselves. The second solution, which addresses directly the cause of

the problem, requires improved design methods, with a more systematic resort to

multi-functional design. Addressing cross-functions simultaneously reduces the

number of design iterations and the high cost of prototyping.

The work presented in this thesis aims at developing methods that can be used

to design quieter vehicle concepts within a multi-functional approach, and is artic-

ulated around two main axis of research, aerodynamic sound generation and sound

propagation.

The first axis aims at performing an aeroacoustic analysis to predict aerody-

namic sound sources. A hybrid method is used on the example of a type of sub-

merged air inlet called a NACA duct, where the near-field flow is solved through

detached eddy simulation (DES) and where the far-field acoustics is computed us-

ing the Ffowcs Williams and Hawkings integral. Results for the flow for various

operating conditions are presented and validated against experimental data from

the literature, with very good agreement. Far-field acoustic results are shown, ex-

hibiting levels and components that are strongly dependent on the operating con-

ditions. This analysis gives a framework for future aeroacoustic analysis in the

project, and sets the path for the development of air inlets with improved aerody-

namic and aeroacoustic characteristics.

The second axis focuses on the propagation of sound from a given source,

moving in an urban environment. An approximate boundary method is presented,

which relies on the Kirchhoff approximation applied to the Kirchhoff-Helmholtz

integral equation. Using this approximation speeds up the computational time

compared to using a regular boundary element method. The resulting expression

is extended to account for multiple scattering through consecutive updates of the
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surface pressures, and for moving sources through the introduction of a retarded

time and of a Doppler shift. Validation tests for this method are presented, from

simple scatterers to a more realistic configuration, showing good agreement with

analytical, experimental and simulated work.

Keywords: sound propagation, sound generation, ground vehicle, aeroacous-

tics, aerodynamics, Kirchhoff approximation, detached eddy simulation, Ffowcs

Williams and Hawkings
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Sammanfattning

Fordon är den främsta källan till bullerexponering i Europa med uppskattningsvis

125 miljoner människor som är utsatta för höga ljudnivåer från vägtrafik, vilket kan

orsaka bullerrelaterade häsloproblem samt har en betydande ekonomisk effekt på

samhället. För att minska exponeringen för höga ljudnivåer från fordon, finns det

två angreppssätt som båda idag är ämne för omfattande forskning: att förhindra

ljudutbredning från vägar och järnvägar (till exempel med hjälp av bullerskydd),

samt att minska ljudnivån från olika bullerkällor. Den sistnämnda, som direkt

riktar sig till problemets orsak, kräver förbättrade designmetoder med mer sys-

tematisk användning av multifunktionell design. Att hantera flera funktioner hos

fordonet samtidigt minskar antalet designiterationer och den höga kostnaden för

prototyper.

Arbetet som presenteras i denna avhandling syftar till att utveckla metoder som

kan användas för att utforma tystare fordonskoncept inom ramen för en multifunk-

tionell strategi och fokuserar på två spår i forskningen: aerodynamisk ljudalstring

och ljudutbredning från rörliga källor.

Det första spåret i forskningen syftar till att utföra en aeroakustisk undersökn-

ing för att modellera aerodynamiska ljudkällor. En hybridmetod tillämpas på ett

typ av nedsänkt luftintag, kallat NACA-intag, där källområdet i strömningen löses

genom detached eddy simulation (DES) och akustiken i fjärrfältet beräknas en-

ligt Ffowcs Williams och Hawkings integral. Resultat för strömningen för olika

driftförhållanden presenteras och valideras mot experimentella data från littera-

turen, med mycket god överensstämmelse. Resultat för det akustika fjärrfältet

visas, vilket uppvisar nivåer och komponenter som är starkt beroende av drift-

förhållandena. Denna analys ger en ram för kommande analyser av aeroakustik

inom projektet och visar vägen för utvecklingen av luftintag med förbättrade aero-

dynamiska och aeroakustika egenskaper.

Det andra spåret i forskningsprojektet är inriktat på ljudets utbredning från en

given källa som rör sig i en urban miljö. En approximativ randvärdesmetod presen-

teras som bygger på Kirchhoff approximation tillämpad på Kirchhoff-Helmholtz

integralekvation. Med hjälp av denna approximation minskas beräkningstiden

jämfort med vanlig boundary element method (BEM). Modellen utvecklas sedan
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för att kunna hantera flera reflektioner genom att det akustiska trycket på ytorna

uppdateras för varje reflektion samt för att kunna hantera rörliga källor genom att

introducera tidsfördröjningar och Dopplerförskjutning. Validering för denna mod-

ell presenteras, från enkla spridare till en mer realistisk urban konfiguration, som

visar god överensstämmelse med analytiskt, experimentellt och simulerat data.

Nyckelord: ljudutbredning, ljudalstring, markfordon, aeroakustik, aerodynamik,

Kirchhoff approximation, detached eddy simulation, Ffwocs Williams och Hawkings
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OVERVIEW
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1
Introduction

The vehicle design industry is rapidly evolving and has to adapt as societal

needs change. Sales in emerging countries such as China and India are thriving,

resulting in a global increase in the number of vehicles on the market. As of

2009, the total number of road vehicles worldwide was estimated to over a billion

units, a figure which may double by 20201. Global efforts towards a sustainable

life in communities must be supported by the development of improved means of

transportation. To achieve these improvements, pressure is being put on vehicle

manufacturers by local, national and international communities to lower their ve-

hicle emissions. Existing vehicle concepts are constantly being improved in terms

of fuel consumption, safety, noise and other important characteristics, but achiev-

ing drastic and efficient improvements in the future cannot be done without relying

on multifunctional studies. This necessitates a change in the vehicle design pro-

cess: future vehicles have to be thought of in terms of multi-functional systems in

a larger extent, rather than in terms of individual sub-systems. Before presenting

the goals of the PhD project and of this specific licentiate work, this chapter gives

an introduction on traffic noise, covering aspects such as the economical and so-

cietal impacts of traffic noise, the prominent sources of noise on ground vehicles,

and the importance of sound in the vehicle design process. Some aspects of this

section rely on the literature study that was performed in Paper A.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Traffic noise and society

1.1.1 Traffic noise and its impact on health and economy

According to a recent report published by the European Environment Agency,

the main source of environmental noise in Europe is by far transportation2. In

2014, an estimated 125 million people were affected by noise levels from road

traffic greater than 55 dB Lden (day-evening-night level)2. High levels of environ-

mental noise have a significant impact on public health, as shown for example in

a report from the World Health Organization3. Environmental noise is a source

of annoyance and sleep disturbance, but other effects, perhaps less known, include

hypertension, premature death, myocardial infarction, coronary heart disease and

hearing impairment (see for example2–5). The burden of disease from environ-

mental noise in Western Europe reaches up to 1.6 million healthy life years lost

per year. On the economic side, this results in an estimated cost for society of 40

billion euro per year, corresponding to 0.4% of the European Union GDP6. The

organization Transport and Environment7 claims that benefits of a stricter vehicle

noise legislation would outweigh the cost for society by a factor of 30†. More

information on the societal and economic impact of environmental noise can be

found in Paper A.

1.1.2 Legislation and societal actions

To tackle the issue of noise pollution in Europe, the European Parliament and

the Council passed a directive in 2002 aimed at assessing and managing environ-

mental noise8. This Directive contributes to the development of a noise policy that

was initiated in 1996 by the European Commission in the Green Paper of Future

Noise Policy9, in which environmental noise was addressed as a main environmen-

tal issue. It sets the basis for developing measures against harmful noise sources

in communities, making a priority concern of avoiding, preventing or reducing the

effects of noise pollution on health. It defines common method for noise mapping,

for developing local action plans and for informing the public. The overall goal of

the European noise policy is to protect citizens from noise levels which are harmful

for their health and for their quality of life. In addition, the European Union re-

cently adopted an Environment Action Program to 2020, in which one of the goals

is to decrease noise pollution in the EU by 2020 so as to match recommendations

of the World Health Organization10.

These programs target environmental noise at community levels, but more spe-

cific directives targeting individual noise sources have been laid down since the

1970s. These directives concern noise emission limits for specific vehicles or prod-

†This factor is remarkably high, and the estimation uncertainty is probably high as well. Never-

theless, any factor greater than one can justify societal actions.
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1.2. SOURCES OF NOISE ON GROUND VEHICLES

ucts, targeting categories such as motor vehicles, motorcycles, tyres, aeroplanes,

household appliances and outdoor equipment. In 2011, the European Commission

proposed a new regulation for stricter noise emission standards for cars, trucks and

buses. After a series of negotiations with the many actors involved, the regulation

was adopted in 201411. This regulation aims at setting a 4 dB(A) noise reduction

for cars and 3 dB(A) for trucks, in two steps. The first step is foreseen to apply 7

years after publication of the regulation and sets a reduction of 2 dB(A) for pas-

senger cars, buses and light trucks, and a reduction of 1 dB(A) for heavy duty

vehicles. The second step shall follow after 5 years, and sets 2 dB(A) reduction

for all vehicles concerned. A new test method should also be implemented. The

outcome of this regulation was criticized by NGOs12, who deemed it insufficient.

These regulations, together with customer requirements and the development

of brand images, entice vehicle manufacturers into improving the acoustic perfor-

mance of their vehicles.

Figure 1.1 represents noise at different levels of a transportation system, from

specific sources to environmental noise.

Figure 1.1. From local noise source to environmental noise, based on the ECO2 system model.

1.2 Sources of noise on ground vehicles

This section focuses on the inner circles of the model shown in Figure 1.1.

From an engineering point of view, noise on ground vehicles can be classified

in two main categories: airborne noise, which is transmitted through the air, and

structure-borne noise, which is transmitted through structural vibrations. Noise

can originate from various sources depending on the vehicle type, the propulsion

mode and the operating conditions.

1.2.1 List of potential noise sources

The main sources of noise on road and rail vehicles are depicted respectively

on Figures 1.2 and 1.3.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Figure 1.2. Main noise sources on road vehicles.

Figure 1.3. Main noise sources on rail vehicles.

1.2.2 Contribution of aerodynamic noise sources

Part of this licentiate thesis focuses on aerodynamic noise sources. In certain

cases, aerodynamic noise can be the prominent source of external noise from a

moving vehicle. The relative importance of aerodynamic noise to the total emitted

noise varies depending on factors such as the vehicle type, the speed, or the track

on which the vehicle is rolling. General considerations are presented below.

Road vehicles

With the development of electric or hybrid vehicles, the engine noise contri-

bution to the total external noise will drastically reduce. The introduction of more

silent tyres on the market should also eventually lead to a reduced contribution of

the rolling noise13. As a result, the relative contribution of aerodynamic noise can

be expected to increase and become a major source of noise even at rather low

speeds.
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1.3. SOUND IN VEHICLE DESIGN

Rail vehicles

For rail vehicles, the engine and the driveline contribute little to the total ex-

ternal noise. For speeds below 200 km/h, rolling noise is the primary source of

noise. But, as aerodynamic noise levels increase with speed with an exponent of

about 6 (this exponent can vary depending on the physics of the aerodynamic noise

source), this picture changes at higher speeds14. Between 200 km/h and 300 km/h

rolling noise and aerodynamic noise contribute in approximatively equal share to

the total noise, and for speeds higher than 300 km/h aerodynamic noise becomes

the main source of external noise15. With the development of new technologies

aiming at reducing wheel-rail friction, such as magnetic levitation, rolling noise

will reduce, leading to an increased contribution of aerodynamic noise.

1.3 Sound in vehicle design

1.3.1 Historical perspective on sound in vehicle design

Even before the growing awareness about noise pollution, sound was already

a concern for vehicle manufacturers. But not for the same reasons as today. The

way sound is perceived by customers has drastically evolved since the first cars

were built 16. From the driver’s perspective, early on, sound was perceived as a

demonstration of power, and the sonic ideals were those where the engine could

be heard. This view has shifted with the introduction of car radios and nowadays

auditory privacy is the main point of focus, with the development of concepts such

as cinematic drive and illusion of freedom. At community levels, environmental

and health concerns have increased the need for more silent cars. Nowadays, the

recent emergence of electric vehicles is raising new concerns about sound emis-

sion and car perception, raising the need for minimum noise standards. An annex

on the minimum noise of electric and hybrid vehicles has been proposed to be

added to the new regulation of the European Commission11. This annex aims at

using harmonized and adequate sound generating techniques. The development

of electric vehicles will partially shift concerns for noise emission, and a greater

engineering and research focus is needed to address these issues.

1.3.2 Future vehicle concepts & multifunctionalities

Current vehicle designs are based on vehicle concepts that were developed at a

time where requirements in terms of pollution were not as high as today. In recent

decades, large effort has been put into reducing individual sources of pollution,

leading to technological improvements in most vehicle functions. However, the

need for less polluting and quieter vehicles has never been as high, and this design

method has or will face limitations due to the inherent coupling between various

vehicle functions. This should lead to a more systematic use of multi-functional
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

design, where several vehicle functions are considered simultaneously. Current

industrial processes for designing vehicles are often iterative, in the sense that

cross-conflicts are solved by verifications and adjustments. However these steps

are costly for they require time and prototyping. Significant improvements could

be reached by thinking in a multi-functional manner from an early design stage.

Some examples of multi-functional conflicts in a vehicle design are represented on

Figure 1.4.

Figure 1.4. Illustration of some of the cross-functional conflicts linked to noise reduction in vehicle

design. In green, performance values, in blue, vehicle functions (non-exhaustive list).

Some aspects of a vehicle design affect several vehicle functions, on which

they may have opposite effect. For example, reducing vehicle weight is of high

interest in order to reduce fuel consumption, but it can also affect the safety and

the structural integrity of the vehicle. Important research is led on multi-functional

sandwich panels aiming at optimizing several functionalities at the same time, and

this is one of the research focus of the Centre for ECO2 Vehicle Design.

The project of this thesis focuses on the multi-functional conflict between noise

and aerodynamic, coupled through the vehicle shape. The effects of the vehicle

shape on noise and aerodynamic are not always positively correlated, meaning that

improving aerodynamic performance by modifying the shape does not systemati-

cally reduce noise. As a consequence, coupled studies have to be led. Reducing

the noise generated by a specific vehicle type is not a problem that can be treated as

an isolated problem: it is a cross-functional problem that needs an understanding

of the overall design of the vehicle.

1.3.3 Noise and aerodynamics

As mentioned in Section 1.3.2, an optimal vehicle design should take into ac-

count cross-functionalities. This research focuses on the coupling between noise
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1.4. AIM OF THE PROJECT

and aerodynamics. Examples of problems related to this cross-function are numer-

ous:

• reducing the drag in order to reduce fuel consumption, while reducing ex-

ternal flow noise,

• improving stability, to cross-winds for example, while reducing external

flow noise

• improving sound insulation of the engine, while keeping an efficient cool-

ing17,

• reducing the noise emitted by the engine fan while keeping an efficient cool-

ing18,

• etc.

External irregularities on the vehicle body, such as the pantograph on a train,

side mirrors on cars or air intakes, can be a significant source of aerodynamic

noise, and are therefore the subjects of a lot of attention.

1.4 Aim of the project

The aim of this PhD project is to develop techniques for predicting the prop-

agation of sound from future sustainable ground vehicles such as cars, trucks and

trains. These techniques should include the vehicle motion, as well as objects that

may influence the pass-by acoustics of the vehicle, such as the ground and sur-

rounding buildings. In a simple approximation, the vehicle can be considered as

a box enclosed by body panels with moves through the air over the ground. The

sound generated by the air flow around the vehicle then propagates to the external

environment, after possible interaction with the body-panels causing transmission

and reflection of the acoustic waves. The air flow around the vehicle also affects

sound propagation.

In this project, noise from some of the prominent vehicle sources, both exter-

nal and internal, should be included. The use of innovative body-panels gives an

opportunity to reduce both the external and the internal noise, and should be taken

into account through the impedance of the vehicle body. The acoustic properties

of the vehicle are dependent on the external air flow, which should be accounted

for. This air flow also influences the aerodynamic properties of the vehicle, there-

fore this project should study the coupling between flow simulations and sound

generation and propagation.

A global overview of the project goals is shown in Figure 1.5.

The first steps, which were investigated in the work presented in this the-

sis, cover some of these aspects, namely flow computations for aerodynamic and

9



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Figure 1.5. Project overview.

aeroacoustic purposes, and noise propagation from a moving source with scatter-

ing by near-by objects.

1.5 Structure of the thesis

The structure of this thesis follows the path from sound generation to sound

propagation, although the work was performed in reverse order. At first a theoreti-

cal background for aeroacoustic studies is presented, explaining the main concepts

and presenting a derivation of the classic aeroacoustic analogies. The following

chapter deals with sound generation and aeroacoustic sources on ground vehicles.

The work concerning sound generation is built around a concrete example of the

aeroacoustic analysis of a submerged air intake, but the methods and tools pre-

sented have a broader range of application. Numerical methods to solve the flow

are presented, as well as evaluation of the emitted sound through the use of the

acoustic analogy of Ffowcs Williams and Hawkings. The third chapter assumes

that the sources are known and focuses on the propagation of sound from a mov-

ing source in the presence of large reflecting objects. This objects can be buildings

bordering a road or railway. After a short background on existing methods for

urban noise, a method is proposed based on the Kirchhoff approximation. A vali-

dation case for this method is presented. Finally, conclusion and outlook are given,

together with possible next steps for the project.
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2
Physical principles behind aeroacous-
tic studies

This chapter aims at presenting the main ideas behind aeroacoustic studies by

explaining how acoustic sources can be extracted from a flow field using acoustic

analogies. The basics of the theories of Lighthill, Curle and Ffowcs Williams

and Hawkings (FW-H) are presented, and the main equations are derived from the

governing equations of the fluid. The intention is not to present any new derivation

of these equations but more to give a physical and mathematical background of the

project, and in particular to introduce the FW-H analogy that is used in Chapter 3

and that will be used more extensively later on in the project.

2.1 Direct methods and hybrid methods

Direct methods refer to computational methods that solve both the flow and

the acoustics simultaneously. This task may be performed using computational

fluid dynamic methods such as direct numerical simulation (DNS), large eddy

simulation (LES) or detached eddy simulation (DES). Direct methods involve a

large range of scales, particularly in vehicle aeroacoustic studies, when the focus

is placed on predicting sound levels at a large distance from the source. Using

direct methods would require a fine discretization of the domain over the whole

region of interest, which makes the computational cost too high for most applica-

tions.

11
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Typically, sound generated by flows only represent only a tiny fraction of the

energy of the flow, and the several orders of magnitude of difference in scales for

the flow and acoustic variables make direct simulations a demanding process19.

However, by looking at the acoustic field as a perturbation of the flow field, ap-

proximate methods can be used to extract acoustic sources from the flow and prop-

agate them in the far-field, thus avoiding the use of excessively large computational

domains. These types of methods are called hybrid methods. Acoustic sources are

extracted using acoustic analogies, which are the topic of the next section.

2.2 Acoustic analogies

The basic idea behind hybrid methods is that sound is seen as a perturbation

of a reference flow. Sources are extracted from the flow and their propagation

is assumed not to be coupled back to the flow. Acoustic sources are usually ex-

tracted using acoustic analogies, following the idea, introduced by Lighthill in

195220;21, that an equation in the form of an inhomogeneous wave equation can be

obtained by combining the exact equations of conservation of mass and momen-

tum. Sources can be identified as the right-hand side terms of this wave equation.

Convolving these sources with a Green’s function gives a solution for the acoustic

field21.

2.3 Derivation of Lighthill’s wave equation

2.3.1 Equations of conservation

The derivation of Lighthill’s wave equation starts from the exact equations of

conservation of mass and momentum for a fluid in the absence of external sources

of mass and external forces.

The equation of conservation of mass is

∂ρ

∂t
+
∂ρui

∂xi
= 0. (2.1)

The conservation of momentum can be written in its most general form as the

Cauchy equation of motion

ρ
Dui

Dt
=
∂σi j

∂x j
(2.2)

where σi j represents the ith component of the force per unit area exerted at a

point on the surface of the fluid particle, where the outward normal is in direction

ej
22. The stress tensor can also be expressed in the inward direction using the

compressive stress tensor Pi j such that σi j = −Pi j.

12



2.3. DERIVATION OF LIGHTHILL’S WAVE EQUATION

The left-hand side can be expressed as

ρ
Dui

Dt
= ρ

∂

∂t
ui + ρu j

∂

∂x j
ui

=
∂

∂t
(ρui) − ui

∂

∂t
ρ +

∂

∂x j
(ρuiu j) − ui

∂

∂x j
(ρu j)

=
∂

∂t
(ρui) +

∂

∂x j
(ρuiu j) − ui(

∂

∂t
ρ +

∂

∂x j
(ρu j)).

(2.3)

Now using the conservation of mass, the last term in parenthesis cancels out and

Eq. (2.3) becomes

ρ
Dui

Dt
=
∂

∂t
(ρui) +

∂

∂x j
(ρuiu j), (2.4)

which leads to the following expression for the momentum equation

∂ρui

∂t
+
∂ρuiu j

∂x j
= −
∂Pi j

∂x j
. (2.5)

No particular expression of the stress tensor is needed when deriving Lighthill’s

formulation but it is interesting to give its expression for a Newtonian fluid. σi j

(or −Pi j) represents the ith component of the force per unit area exerted at a

point on the surface of the fluid particle where the outward normal is in direc-

tion ej. For a Newtonian fluid, it is assumed† that the shear stress is proportional

to the rate of shear. For a steady unidirectional flow along ei this statement writes

σi j = μ∂ui/∂x j, where the coefficient μ is a constant called viscosity coefficient.

For an arbitrary flow, this relation is generalized as

σi j − σnδi j = μΦi j (2.6)

where the rate-of-shear tensor Φi j is defined as

Φi j =
∂ui

∂x j
+
∂u j

∂xi
−

2

3
∇ · uδi j

= 2(ei j −
1

3
ekkδi j)

(2.7)

where ei j = 1/2( ∂ui
∂x j
+
∂u j

∂xi
) is the rate-of-strain tensor. For a quasi-static process,

the average normal component σn = 1/3Tr(σi j) of the stress tensor is −p. Pi j is

then expressed as

Pi j = pδi j − 2μ(ei j −
1

3
ekkδi j). (2.8)

†Based on observations.
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2.3.2 Lighthill’s wave equation

Pi j can be written as the sum of an acoustic stress23 and a correction term

Pi j = c2ρδi j + (Pi j − c2ρδi j), (2.9)

giving the following set of exact equations of conservation of mass and momentum

∂ρ

∂t
+
∂ρui

xi
= 0, (2.10a)

∂ρui

∂t
+ c2 ∂ρ

∂xi
= −
∂

x j
Ti j (2.10b)

where Ti j is the Lighthill’s stress tensor

Ti j = ρuiu j + Pi j − c2ρδi j. (2.11)

These two equations are similar to that of an acoustic medium on which acts the

external stress Ti j. Substracting the partial derivative of Eq. (2.10b) with respect to

xi to the partial derivative of Eq. (2.10a) with respect to time results in Lighthill’s

wave equation
∂2ρ

∂t2
− c2 ∂

2ρ

∂x2
i

=
∂Ti j

∂xi∂x j
. (2.12)

2.4 Derivation of Ffowcs Williams and Hawkings’ wave
equation

If there is a surface in the flow field, an additional step has to be taken to

account for the surface effects. There are two ways to tackle this problem. If

the surface is stationary and rigid, this can be done by considering Lighthill’s

wave equation (2.12) with additional boundaries, and deriving the integral solu-

tion, which will lead to Eq. (2.31). This was the approach presented by Curle

in 195524. A more general way to deal with surface in the fluid was introduced

by Ffowcs Williams and Hawkings in 196925. This approach is presented in this

section. Although this approach may seem less intuitive than Curle’s approach, it

has the advantage of allowing for arbitrary moving and permeable surfaces. This

derivation is based on Lighthill’s idea of writing the exact equations of motion in a

wave equation form, while extending their domain of validity to include surfaces.

This section follows the derivation by Crighton23 of the FW-H wave equation,

based on the idea proposed by Ffowcs Williams and Hawkings to use a Heaviside

function to define generalized functions in the whole domain25. Here the surface

in the flow can be either a fluid interface or the surface of a body without any loss

of generality. This surface is defined by S (x, t) = 0 and moves in the fluid with a

velocity v(x, t) (Figure 2.1).
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Figure 2.1. Definition of S and H(S ).

2.4.1 Short mathematical preliminary

In the derivation ∂S/∂t needs to be expressed as a function of ∂S/∂xi. This

can be done by considering a point x on the surface S that moves with the surface

between times t and t + dt (Figure 2.2).

Figure 2.2. Surface at times t and t + dt.

This point is on the surface at times t and t + dt therefore

S (x + dx, t + dt) − S (x, t) = 0. (2.13)

Taking the Taylor expansion around (x, t) at the first order,

∇S · dx +
∂S
∂t

dt = o(|dx|, dt) (2.14)

and using the fact that dx/dt = v leads to

∂S
∂t
+ vi
∂S
∂xi
= o(|v|, 1). (2.15)

In the following sections the term in o(...) is omitted.
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2.4.2 Formulation of the continuity equation

Multiplying Eq. (2.10a) with H(S ), where H is the Heaviside function, and

replacing the density ρ by the density fluctuation ρ′ = ρ− ρ0 in the first term leads

to

H(S )
∂(ρ − ρ0)

∂t
+ H(S )

∂ρui

∂xi
= 0 (2.16)

which may be written as

∂(ρ − ρ0)H(S )

∂t
− (ρ − ρ0)

∂H(S )

∂t
+
∂ρuiH(S )

∂xi
− ρui

∂H(S )

∂xi
= 0. (2.17)

Using Eq. (2.15) gives

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
∂H(S )

∂t
=
∂S
∂t

H′(S ) =
∂S
∂t
δ(S ) = −vi

∂S
∂xi
δ(S )

∂H(S )

∂xi
=
∂S
∂xi
δ(S ).

(2.18)

Rearranging the terms in equation Eq. (2.17) leads to the continuity equation in-

cluding surface effects

∂(ρ − ρ0)H(S )

∂t
+
∂ρuiH(S )

∂xi
= Qδ(S ) (2.19)

with

Q =
[
ρ0vi + ρ(ui − vi)

] ∂S
∂xi
. (2.20)

Often, S is chosen so that ∇S = n, which simply means that S is chosen so that

|∇S | = 1. In this case Q is expressed as Q = Qini where Qi is simply

Qi = ρ0vi + ρ(ui − vi). (2.21)

2.4.3 Formulation of the momentum equation

Following the same reasoning as for the continuity equation, Eq. (2.5) can be

reformulated to include surface effects as

∂ρuiH(S )

∂t
+
∂(ρuiu j + Pi j)H(S )

∂x j
= Fiδ(S ) (2.22)

with

Fi =
[
ρui(u j − v j) + Pi j

] ∂S
∂x j
. (2.23)

Chosing S so that |∇S | = 1 leads to Fi = Li jn j where Li j is simply

Li j = ρui(u j − v j) + Pi j. (2.24)
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Expressing Pi j as the sum of an acoustic stress and a correction term Pi j =

c2(ρ − ρ0)δi j + (Pi j − c2(ρ − ρ0)δi j)
† leads to the momentum equation including

surface effects

∂ρuiH(S )

∂t
+ c2 ∂(ρ − ρ0)H(S )

∂x j
= Fiδ(S ) −

∂

∂x j
(Ti jH(S )). (2.25)

2.4.4 Ffowcs Williams and Hawkings’ wave equation

Eliminating ρuiH(S ) between the continuity and momentum equations leads

to the wave equation including surface effects

[
∂2

∂t2
− c2∇

]
(ρ−ρ0)H(S ) =

∂

∂t
[Qδ(S )]−

∂

∂xi
[Fiδ(S )]+

∂2

∂xix j

[
Ti jH(S )

]
. (2.26)

This equation is valid everywhere in the domain. Inside the surface (S < 0) it

reduces to the trivial identity 0 = 0 and outside the surface (S > 0) it reduces to

Lighthill’s wave equation. In what follows the surface S is chosen so that ∇S = n.

Eq. (2.26) then becomes

[
∂2

∂t2
− c2∇

]
(ρ − ρ0)H(S ) =

∂

∂t
[Qiniδ(S )] −

∂

∂xi

[
Li jn jδ(S )

]
+
∂2

∂xix j

[
Ti jH(S )

]
.

(2.27)

2.5 General solutions

2.5.1 General solution of Lighthill’s wave equation

Eq. (2.12) has a general integral formulation24‡. The density fluctuations at an

observer at x at time t are simply given in terms of the free field Green’s function

by

ρ′(x, t) =
1

4πc2

∫
τ

�

V

δ(t − τ − |x − y|/c)

|x − y|
∂Ti j

∂xi∂x j
(y, τ)dVydτ (2.28)

where the integration is performed over the whole domain. This expression is

implicit, because the integrand depends on the acoustic field. But if the feedback

†where the density fluctuation ρ − ρ0 is used, instead of the density as in Eq. (2.9).
‡This formulation was originally derived for electromagnetic problems and can be found for ex-

ample in Stratton’s book 26.
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of the acoustic field on the flow is neglected, then this expression gives an explicit

solution for the acoustic density. Integrating over τ leads to

ρ′(x, t) =
1

4πc2

�

V

1

|x − y|
∂Ti j

∂xi∂x j
(y, t − |x − y|/c)dVy (2.29)

by property of the Dirac function. The sound field is the same as the one that

would be generated by a distribution of quadrupoles of strength Ti j in a medium at

rest. By properties of the convolution integral, spatial derivations and integrations

can be interchanged leading to

ρ′(x, t) =
1

4πc2

∂

∂xi∂x j

�

V

1

|x − y|
Ti j(y, t − |x − y|/c)dVy. (2.30)

This expression is the same as one would get by considering each quadrupole

contribution as the sum of four point sources infinitely close to each other.

2.5.2 Curle’s solution to include solid boundaries

If there is a stationary solid surface in the field, an additional integral appears

to take into account these boundaries24. The fluctuating density is now expressed

as

ρ′(x, t) =
1

4πc2

�

V

1

r
∂Ti j

∂xi∂x j
(y, t−r/c)dVy+

1

4π

�

S

[
1

r
∂ρ

∂n
+

1

r2

∂ρ

∂n
ρ +

1

cr
∂ρ

∂n
∂ρ

∂t

]
dS y

(2.31)

where n is the outward normal from the fluid and r = |x − y|. The volume

of integration is now limited by the solid boundaries. Furthermore, interchanging

the derivatives of the convolution integral in the first term is now mathematically

incorrect because the integral is not performed over the whole domain — or, as

Curle formulates it, the quadrupoles cannot be seen as a limiting case of four point

sources, for the quadrupoles on the surface would be modelled by point sources

on the other side of the surface, so not in the domain. After some additional work

on these two integrals, Curle derived the well-known integral form. This integral

is presented in Section 2.5.4 as a simpler case of the FW-H formulation.

2.5.3 Ffowcs Williams and Hawkings integral

The FW-H wave equation expressed in Eq. (2.27) is an equation of the form

[
∂2

∂t2
− c2∇

]
ρ′ =

∂nQi j...

∂xi∂x j...
(2.32)
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for which the solution is well-known (see Eq. (2.28) to (2.30)). It is given by

4πc2ρ′(x, t) =
∂n

∂xi∂x j...

∫
τ

�

V

Qi j...
δ(t − τ − r/c)

r
dVdτ. (2.33)

where r = |x−y|. It is important to note that, thanks to the use of the Heaviside

function, the generalized functions are defined over the whole domain so that the

properties of the convolution integrals apply, in particular the derivatives can be

interchanged.

As there are three terms on the right-hand side of the FW-H wave equation, the

acoustic field at the observer can be expressed as a sum of three components

ρ′ = ρ′Q + ρ
′
L + ρ

′
T . (2.34)

ρ′Q is referred to as the thickness noise, ρ′L the loading noise and ρ′T the quadrupole

noise. They express themselves respectively as

4πc2ρ′Q(x, t) =
∂

∂t

∫
τ

�

V

δ(t − τ − r/c)

r
Qiniδ(S )dVdτ, (2.35)

4πc2ρ′L(x, t) = −
∂

∂xi

∫
τ

�

V

δ(t − τ − r/c)

r
Li jn jδ(S )dVdτ, (2.36)

and

4πc2ρ′T (x, t) =
∂2

∂xi∂x j

∫
τ

�

V

δ(t − τ − r/c)

r
Ti jH(S )dVy. (2.37)

The volume integrals in Eq. (2.35) and (2.36) can be transformed into surface

integrals by using the property of the Dirac function, giving

4πc2ρ′Q(x, t) =
∂

∂t

∫
τ

�

S=0

δ(t − τ − r/c)

r
QinidS dτ, (2.38)

4πc2ρ′L(x, t) = −
∂

∂xi

∫
τ

�

S=0

δ(t − τ − r/c)

r
Li jn jdS dτ, (2.39)

and Eq. (2.37) can be rewritten as

4πc2ρ′T (x, t) =
∂2

∂xi∂x j

∫
τ

�

S>0

δ(t − τ − r/c)

r
Ti jdVydτ. (2.40)

where the volume integral is now performed solely in the outer volume where

H(S ) is non zero. The solution for the density fluctuation is thus
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4πc2ρ′(x, t) =
∂

∂t

∫
τ

�

S=0

δ(t − τ − r/c)

r
QinidS dτ

−
∂

∂xi

∫
τ

�

S=0

δ(t − τ − r/c)

r
Li jn jdS dτ

+
∂2

∂xi∂x j

∫
τ

�

S>0

δ(t − τ − r/c)

r
Ti jdVydτ.

(2.41)

where r = |x − y|, and

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
Qi = ρ0vi + ρ(ui − vi)

Li j = ρui(u j − v j) + Pi j

Ti j = ρuiu j + Pi j − c2ρ′δi j.
(2.42)

In Ti j, the third term is expressed as a function of ρ′ which is a more classical

definition than the one given in Eq. (2.11). As this term is derived spatially, this

makes no difference for the result in case of a uniform mean flow.

Physical meaning of the thickness, loading and quadrupole source terms

Thickness term The thickness source term can be interpreted as the rate of mass

of fluid displaced by the moving surface per unit time and per unit area. For an

element of surface dS on S = 0, between t and t+ dt, the volume described during

the path of the element of surface contains ρ0v · ndS dt of mass of fluid. This mass

is therefore displaced if the surface is solid. The term ρ(ui − vi) corresponds to an

adjustment of the preceding term to account for the permeability of the surface.

Loading term If the surface is rigid, the loading term reduces to the compressive

stress tensor Pi j. In this case, it is easy to interpret as it corresponds to the loading

of the flow on the surface, or more precisely to the reactive force of the surface

on the flow. For a permeable surface, to this force is added a Reynolds stress-like

term.

Quadrupole term This term corresponds to Lighthill’s quadrupole source term,

created by the non-linearities within the flow field.

2.5.4 Impermeable and fixed surface

If the surface is impermeable, then the normal components of the fluid velocity

at the surface should match the normal velocity of the surface27, ie

v · n = u · n (2.43)
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on the surface — or in Einstein’s notation (ui − vi)ni = 0. Furthermore, because

the outer normal to the surface n is defined by n = ∇S , the following terms cancel

out

ρ(ui − vi)
∂S
∂xi
= (ui − vi)ni = 0 (2.44a)

ρui(u j − v j)
∂S
∂x j
= ρui(u j − v j)n j = 0. (2.44b)

Thus Eq. (2.20) and (2.23) reduce to

Qi = ρ0vi. (2.45)

Li j = Pi j. (2.46)

If the surface is stationary then Q = 0 and the results are exactly similar to the

ones derived by Curle24†. Curle proved in 1955 from Lighthill’s theory that the

dipole type noise generated by an unsteady flow close to a surface is associated

with the fluid stress acting on this surface, which was originally Yudin’s supposi-

tion28.

2.5.5 Expression of the pressure fluctuations

The equations governing the pressure fluctuation p′ = p − p0 can easily be

deduced from the ones governing the density fluctuation ρ′ when these are small

— and this is usually the case far from the source. Writing the Taylor expansion

of p′ with respect to ρ′ around the far-field equilibrium state gives

p′ =
(
∂p
∂ρ

)
0

ρ′ +
1

2

(
∂2 p
∂ρ2

)
0

(ρ′)2 + o((ρ′)2). (2.47)

Keeping only the linear term gives

p′ = c2ρ′. (2.48)

It is however more accurate to write the equations as a function of ρ as it implies

no further assumptions on the magnitude of the fluctuating field.

†In Curle’s paper, the normal is defined from the fluid into the surface which explains the change

of sign in the loading term.
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3
Flow and aeroacoustic sources, anal-
ysis of a model of submerged air inlet

This chapter deals with the simulation of the unsteady region of the flow and

the identification of aerodynamic sources, using a hybrid method. As explained in

Chapter 2, hybrid aeroacoustic methods are based on the coupling between simu-

lation of the unsteady flow in the near-field and extraction of the acoustic sources

using acoustic analogies. The starting point is the simulation of the flow field. In

the near-field, flow field and acoustic field are resolved simultaneously, therefore

the parameters for the flow solver have to be well-suited to resolve all scales of

interest. In this study, the flow was solved using detached eddy simulation (DES).

The far-field acoustic contribution was then estimated using a FW-H integral. The

idea of this study was first to apply the method on a specific example of an existing

geometry, so as to develop a framework that can later be applied to a wider range

of shapes. Bombardier Transportation, as a partner of the ECO2 Centre for Vehi-

cle Design, was curious about the acoustic implications of using NACA ducts, a

type of submerged air inlet, on their trains, the literature being very scarce on the

subject. It was decided that this could be an interesting topic of research, since

such inlets are also found on other types of vehicles, and little is known about

their external acoustic emissions. The methods are presented here for this specific

problem, but the approach would be similar for other geometries. This chapter

can be seen as an extended summary of Paper B, with complementary background

regarding the methodology.
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3.1 Background for the numerical simulations of the flow

This section gives a short background for the numerical methods used to simu-

late the flow. Simulations were run using detached eddy simulation (DES), which

is a numerical scheme based on a coupling between Reynolds-averaged Navier-

Stokes (RANS) simulation and large eddy simulation (LES). Here a brief overview

of RANS, LES and finally DES is given.

3.1.1 RANS

The RANS equations are the Reynolds-averaged versions of the equations of

conservation of a fluid. They are obtained from the Navier-Stokes equations by

applying Reynolds decomposition, which consists in separating the variables into

their Reynolds average and fluctuating quantities. These Reynolds-averaged equa-

tions contain a term, called the Reynolds stress tensor, which depends on the fluc-

tuating velocity, causing the set of equations to be unclosed. To provide closure, an

additional set of equations has to be introduced, using turbulence models, such as

the k−ε, k−ω, the Spalart-Allmaras or the SST k−ω turbulence models. Often, the

denomination RANS refers to the steady version of RANS, which is time-averaged

in addition to Reynolds-averaged. For non-statistically-stationary flows, temporal

or spatial averaging can be different from Reynolds averaging. RANS can provide

useful predictions for certain types of flow but, because of the strong assumptions

associated with the Reynolds averaging and the turbulence modelling, it is not

well suited for all flows. In RANS simulations, only the statistical properties of

the turbulence are simulated, and these simulations strongly depend on the chosen

turbulence models. In certain cases, the RANS solution do not always converge to

the DNS solution when the grid size tends to zero19.

The applications of RANS to aeroacoustic computations is limited because of

the strong assumptions regarding turbulence modelling. Despite being low de-

manding on computational resources, it resolves only a narrow band of the acous-

tic spectrum and averages the rest19. For hybrid aeroacoustic methods, RANS

can lack accuracy in resolving the near-field flow, therefore turbulence resolving

methods are often preferred.

3.1.2 LES

Large eddy simulation (LES)29 is also based on a filtering of the Navier-Stokes

equations, like RANS, but the filtering operation is fundamentally different in the

sense that it uses, most of the time, spatial averaging instead of ensemble averag-

ing. In LES, the smaller eddies are filtered out, and turbulence for larger scales is

fully resolved. In many applications, the filter is applied through a spatial convo-

lution filter to the exact solution. The filtering length scale � is often computed as
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a function of the mesh topology †. The smallest scales of the flow are parameter-

ized via the use of a statistical model referred to as a subgrid-scale model, such as

the Smagorinsky or the WALE models. In addition to the theoretical filter, effec-

tive filtering in the solution is also observed from the grid (scales smaller than the

grid size are not resolved), from the numerical scheme (numerical errors can be

interpreted as a filter) and from the choice of subgrid scale model (approximations

which modify the theoretical filter).

Due to the filtering operation, this method can only accurately model the flow

if the large scales of the flow contain the main part of the total fluctuating kinetic

energy while the subgrid scales are only responsible for viscous dissipation.

In terms of acoustics, LES is well suited to resolve wavelength greater than the

filtering length scale. The downside of LES is that the computational requirements

are still too high to perform full LES simulations30 for industrial applications, a

downside which justifies the use of a computationally lighter method.

3.1.3 DES

Detached eddy simulation (DES)31 was developed as a compromise between

LES and RANS. DES was first introduced by Spalart et al. in 199732 and is partic-

ularly well suited for high-Reynolds number separated flow. The simple model is

developed from the RANS model and is made dependent to grid spacing through

a DES limiter, so that in regions of separated flow, the turbulence model emulates

an LES subgrid scale model. The mixing length can be based on two constraints:

the wall distance and the grid spacing. If none of them is reached, the model

continues to use RANS. The principal weakness of the method resides in the tran-

sition from RANS to LES computations, which can be triggered ambiguously by

the grid configuration, for example when the wall-parallel grid spacing is of the

order of the boundary layer thickness. DES shows a non monotonic response to

grid refinement31. In some situations, DES on a given grid is less accurate than

RANS on the same grid or DES on a coarser grid. DES development was moti-

vated by the study of separated flows, with the idea that the quasi-steady boundary

layer could be treated with RANS and the free shear layer with LES. In theory,

DES combines the advantages of both RANS and LES. But all the implications

of the separation of flow regions are not well-known. In particular, the transition

area between RANS and LES regions may be problematic. A too coarse mesh

may cause the use of RANS in separated regions of the flow, where LES would

have been more appropriate. On the other hand, mesh refinement can trigger an

unwanted shift to LES in some regions of the flow and, in some cases, cause a

degradation of the solution. This problem is called modelled-stress depletion, and

has been addressed through the development of a zonal DES (ZDES), where re-

gions to be solved through RANS or LES are explicitly marked before starting the

†For example � = (�x � y � z)1/3 for cartesian isotropic grids.
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simulation. ZDES therefore requires an a priori knowledge of the flow and can

become complex if the flow has many detached regions. Another problem that

may arise from grid refinement is the so-called grid-induced separation (GIS), re-

sulting from the flow being solved through LES in the boundary layer. To resolve

these issues of LES being unwillingly triggered, delayed DES (DDES) was intro-

duced33;34. In DDES, the DES length-scale limiter depends on the solution, rather

than on the grid alone. In doing so, DDES detects boundary layers and keeps the

RANS mode within the region where the DES limiter would have otherwise trig-

gered LES. More recently, an improved version of DDES (IDDES) was proposed,

introducing a new definition of the DES length-scale including the wall distance

in addition to the grid characteristics, as well as new empirical functions. One

of the objectives for the development of IDDES was to address the problem of

logarithmic-layer mismatch35. The simulations shown in this thesis were run with

IDDES, as implemented in STAR-CCM+36.

The implications of using DES for aeroacoustics are not yet entirely known.

DES coupled with FW-H has recently been used for various types of applications,

such as for car side mirrors37, where DES has been shown to resolve higher fre-

quencies better than RANS, or landing gears38.

3.2 Definition of the problem

As explained in the introduction of this chapter, aeroacoustic simulations were

performed on a model of NACA inlet, which is a commonly used type of sub-

merged air inlet. This section gives a background on NACA inlets, explains the

purpose of the numerical simulations and presents the geometry that was studied.

3.2.1 Background

NACA inlets, also called NACA ducts†, are a type of submerged air inlet that

has found application on many types of air and ground vehicles. Developed by

the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics (NACA) in the 1940s39;40, they

were originally conceived to efficiently draw air from the outside to the inside of

an aircraft or missile, adding only a little additional drag to the vehicle. Based

on experimental research, NACA came out with standard design guidelines which

have been used to develop NACA inlets since then. Despite their extensive use

in the transport industry, few research papers have been published on their aero-

dynamic properties, and none on their acoustic properties. Vehicle manufacturers

are nowadays faced with growing concerns regarding unwanted noise sources. As

NACA inlets are placed on the external surface of a vehicle, they can potentially

be a noticeable source of aerodynamic noise.

†Both names are alternatively used throughout this thesis, but they refer to the same object.
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3.2.2 Goal and numerical approach

The goal of this research is twofold: first, to set up a robust method to solve

the flow through the inlet and to validate it against experimental data, secondly, to

identify sound sources and to characterize them in terms of localization, frequency

content, far-field noise levels and operating conditions. To achieve these goals,

a hybrid method was used, in which the unsteady flow was simulated through

DES and the acoustics in the far-field was computed using a Ffowcs Williams

and Hawkings (FW-H) integral. Before time-dependent simulations were made,

steady-state RANS simulations were run to assess the model. Once it was verified

that the results were in very good agreement with the experimental measurements

from NACA, DES was run. Results for the mean flow from the DES were checked

against RANS and experimental results. From the unsteady simulation results, an

acoustic analysis was then performed, using the FW-H acoustic analogy that was

introduced in Section 2.4.

3.2.3 Geometrical model

Figure 3.1. Model of NACA duct used in the numerical simulations, and terms used to characterize

the inlet. The duct is truncated on the pictures.

The generic model of NACA inlet that was used in this study is shown in Figure

3.1. Its design is based on one of the submerged inlets studied by Mossman et al. 40

in wind tunnel tests, which was identified as being optimal in the conditions of the

experiment. The submerged inlet that was used for the simulations in this work is

a reproduction of this inlet. The experimental apparatus is shown in Figure 3.2.

3.3 Non dimensional parameters

The results shown in the next sections use non dimensional variables. These

variables are introduced here.
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Figure 3.2. Experimental model and apparatus used by NACA 40.

3.3.1 Inlet velocity ratio

Following the paper of Mossman et al. 40, the inlet velocity ratio υ is defined

as the ratio of the average axial velocity at the duct entrance plane to the axial

velocity of the free stream

υ =
V1

V0

, (3.1)

where the indices 0 and 1 represent values measured in the free stream and at

the duct entrance plane respectively (averaged over the section for the latter). The

duct entrance plane is defined as shown on Figure 3.1.

3.3.2 Ram recovery ratio

NACA used the ram recovery ratio as a mean to estimate the performance of a

given submerged inlet. The ram recovery ratio, noted ρ in this paper, is given by

ρ =
PT,1 − p0

PT,0 − p0

, (3.2)

where PT,0 and PT,1 are the total pressures measured respectively in the free stream

and at the entrance plane (averaged over the section for the latter), and where p0 is

the static pressure of the free stream.

3.3.3 Characteristic frequency

From the entrance depth of the duct D, the free stream velocity V0 and the

average axial velocity in the duct entrance plane V1, two characteristic frequencies

f0 and f1 can be defined as

f0 =
V0

D
(3.3)
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and

f1 =
V1

D
= f0υ. (3.4)

The last frequency corresponds approximately to the ratio between the speed at

which the vortices that are detached from the side wall edges are convected before

impinging on the lip, and the diameter of the vortex core just before impacting the

lip.

Calculations are performed at a Mach number of 0.17, corresponding to a free-

stream speed of approximatively 60 m/s and for a duct depth of D = 5.079 × 10−2

m, giving f0 = 1181 Hz.

3.3.4 Pressure coefficient

The pressure coefficient is defined as

Cp =
p − p0

1
2
ρ0V2

0

(3.5)

where the subscript 0 indicates that the values are measured in the free stream.

3.4 Simulations set-up

3.4.1 Flow simulation parameters

At first time-averaged solutions for the flow were obtained through RANS sim-

ulations, and from there time-dependent simulations were run. All simulations

were run in compressible mode. The flow simulations were run on the commercial

software STAR-CCM+36 in its release 10.02.010.

Turbulence modelling

Two turbulence models were tested in the RANS simulations: the Spalart-

Allmaras model41 and the SST k−ωmodel42. The Spalart-Allmaras model is well-

known for its simplicity of formulation and its fast and robust convergence. The

SST k−ωmodel was chosen for its ability to have the accuracy of the k−ωmodel in

boundary layers while avoiding its sensitivity to free stream boundary conditions

by switching to a k − ε model far from the walls. DES were run only with the SST

k−ωmodel, which is expected to be better suited than the Spalart-Allmaras model

since the flow exhibits strong adverse pressure gradients and detachment.

Time-dependent simulations

Time-dependent simulations were started from the converged solution of the

time-averaged RANS simulations. IDDES was chosen for the time-dependent
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computations. The choice of time-step was based on two constraints: it had to be

small enough to resolve the small scales of fluctuations in the flow and to resolve

the propagation of the acoustic waves up to a frequency of interest, and big enough

to keep the computational cost affordable. A time-step of 4.10−5 s was used, which

gives 25 samples per period at 1000 Hz, and corresponds to a time during which

a flow particle travelling at the free stream speed would take to travel one tenth of

the lip thickness, see Figure 3.3.

Figure 3.3. Representation of the average distance travelled by a fluid particle during a single time-step,

compared to the dimensions of the lip.

This time-step can therefore be expected to be small enough to solve the struc-

tures of interest in the flow. This time-step corresponds to a Nyquist frequency of

12500 Hz, which is one order of magnitude above the frequencies of interest.

Simulations were run for 0.02 s before values were monitored and data ex-

tracted for the acoustic post-processing, corresponding to two times the convection

time from the entrance of the ramp to the lip.

3.4.2 Domain, boundary and initial conditions

The NACA inlet described in Figure 3.1 was placed in a flat plate under a free

stream as shown in Figure 3.4.

Figure 3.4. Domain and boundary conditions.

All solid surfaces were modelled as no-slip walls. At the duct outlet, the pres-

sure was prescribed and was controlled through a targeted mass-flow. For the DES,

the pressure at the outlet of the duct was simply set to its converged value obtained

through RANS. The length of the domain upstream of the NACA inlet was ad-

justed to get the correct boundary layer thickness at the position of the NACA

inlet entrance. A free stream boundary condition was used on the free boundaries
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of the domain. Preliminary studies had shown that this boundary condition exhib-

ited low reflection of acoustic waves for this particular configuration. Simulations

were run with a free stream speed of 60 m/s. At this speed, the Reynolds number

based on the entrance depth of the duct was around 105.

3.4.3 Mesh

The mesh was generated in Star-CCM+, using so-called trimmed cells — con-

sisting mainly of hexahedral cells, and trimmed to fit the body— on top of a prism

layer. The prism layer covered all the walls and was adjusted to ensure a y+ value

of around 1 everywhere (locally reaching 2 on the lip), with a total thickness of

0.2D, a growth rate of 1.3 and 15 layers. Volumetric controls were used in the

vicinity of the NACA inlet to refine the mesh locally. These controls are shown in

Figure 3.5.

Figure 3.5. Volumetric controls.

Volume Cl Cc D C L Lc, R T Ld Tot. nb cells

Cell size (mm) 10 5 25 2 1 0.5 2 1 13.2M

Table 3.1. Volumetric controls and associated cell sizes.

Mesh size for the various volumetric controls are presented in Table 3.4.3,

giving a total of 13.2 M cells. The mesh has a maximum grid size of 3.1 mm

from the surface of the inlet up to both PS1 and PS2, where the FW-H integral

is computed. This corresponds to at least 30 cells per wavelength for waves of

frequency below 3700 Hz.

A mesh of 55 M cells was also tested, and no significant difference was ob-

served on the results of the steady RANS simulations: simulations were therefore

run on the 13.2 M cells mesh.

3.4.4 Acoustics

The aim of the acoustic analysis was to estimate the acoustic radiation from the

flow around the inlet, and to qualify and quantify it at various operating conditions.
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Figure 3.6. Mesh.

To fulfil this goal, a hybrid method was used to estimate the acoustic pressure

in the far-field. Acoustic sources were extracted from the resolved flow in the

near-field and propagated in the far-field using the FW-H integral25. Farassat’s

formulation 1A43 was used, as implemented in STAR-CCM+, in a non-convective

form. Two different permeable surfaces were used; they are shown on Figure 3.7.

Both surfaces encapsulate the inlet entrance and are therefore expected to cap-

ture all sound generating phenomena in the close vicinity of the inlet. The surface

PS2 covers a larger volume than PS1, and should therefore account for more sound

sources.

The quadrupole term in the FW-H integral was neglected.

3.4.5 Data sampling and power spectral density

For each transient simulation, 0.02 s of simulation were run first before any

data was recorded. Then 2500 samples were recorded, corresponding to 0.1 s of

simulation. Mean field values were computed over these 2500 samples. Power
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Figure 3.7. Surfaces used for the FW-H integral, and observer position (scales are not representative).

spectral densities (PSD) were calculated by averaging over 16 sample series of

1000 samples, with an overlap of 900 samples, using a Hanning window on each

sample series. The resulting spectra have a frequency resolution of 25 Hz, up to

12500 Hz (12500 Hz being the Nyquist frequency associated with the time step).

The resulting levels in dB/Hz were computed using pre f = 2.10−5 Pa.

3.5 Flow analysis

This section presents DES results, compared with time-averaged RANS and

experimental results. Results for the RANS simulations alone are presented in

Paper B and are not repeated here.

3.5.1 Visualization of the flow

Visualization of the instantaneous vorticity is shown on Figure 3.8, as sim-

ulated with DES for various velocity ratios. Streamwise vortices are generated

from the edges of the ramp side-walls and are convected with the flow. The vortex

cores on both sides are split by the inlet: part of the vortical field is sucked inside

the duct and part is forced over the lip, downstream of the inlet. For high velocity

ratios, most of the high-vorticity flow is sucked inside the duct, whereas for low

velocity ratio, most of it is deviated over the lip. The flow exhibits a transition

from a nearly laminar state at a velocity ratio of 0.8 to a more turbulent state at a

velocity ratio of 0.6.

3.5.2 Ram recovery ratio

Figure 3.9 shows the ram recovery ratios obtained through time-averaging of

the DES results, compared with RANS results and experimental data. The DES

results are almost identical to the RANS results for υ = 0.8 and 0.6, but a difference

in ρ of about 0.01 is observable for υ = 0.4: this behaviour seems to be in better
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Figure 3.8. Instantaneous vorticity of the flow around the inlet, for velocity ratios of 0.4, 0.6 and 0.8.

agreement with experimental results. This could be explained by the turbulent

nature of the flow at low velocity ratios, which is better resolved with DES than

RANS.
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Figure 3.9. Ram recovery ratio as a function of the inlet velocity ratio, for the RANS results, DES

results and experimental data. Experimental data from Mossman et al. 40.

3.5.3 Pressure coefficient on the inlet surface

To get a better assessment of the accuracy of the DES results, the pressure

coefficients obtained through DES are compared with the RANS and experimen-

tal ones. Figures 3.11 and 3.12 show the pressure coefficient on the surface of
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Figure 3.10. Lines along which are extracted the values of pressure coefficient for post-processing,

along the ramp and over the lip.

the inlet in the symmetry plane (see Figure 3.10) for both time-averaged and time-

dependent simulations. Pressure coefficients for the DES are computed using time-

averaged values. DES results are in very good agreement with both RANS and ex-

perimental results. An improvement of the prediction can be observed at υ = 0.4,

where the values predicted through DES show a better match with experimental

data. This confirms the observation made in Section 3.5.2 that DES seems to give

better results for this velocity ratio, due to the turbulent nature of the flow.
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Figure 3.11. Pressure coefficient distribution along the ramp for various velocity ratio, for the RANS

simulations using the SST k − ω turbulence model and for the DES simulations. DES results are

time-averaged. The lines represent simulated data, the points experimental values 40.

3.5.4 Pressure fluctuations on the inlet surface

Instantaneous pressure fluctuations on the surface of the inlet are represented

on Figure 3.13 for the three velocity ratios. Maximum fluctuations are localized

on the sides of the lip, and can be correlated with the location of the vortex impacts
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Figure 3.12. Pressure distribution over the lip for various velocity ratio, for the RANS simulations

using the SST k − ω turbulence model and for the DES simulations. DES results are time-averaged.

The lines represent simulated data, the points experimental values 40.

on the lip observed on Figure 3.8. Fluctuations are locally of the order of ±10 Pa

for a velocity ratio of 0.8 (not visible with the scale used here) and go up to ±2000

Pa for a velocity ratio of 0.4. This highlights the turbulent nature of the flow for

low velocity ratios. Fluctuations are also strong downstream of the lip, following

the path of the high vorticity flow.

Figure 3.13. Instantaneous pressure fluctuations on the surface of the inlet, for velocity ratios of 0.4,

0.6 and 0.8.

3.6 Far-field acoustics

Figure 3.14 shows the PSD of the acoustic pressure in the far-field, at 25 m

from the inlet, for the three velocity ratios, computed using the two different FW-

H surfaces PS1 and PS2 defined in Section 3.4.4. Levels appear to be considerably
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Figure 3.14. Power spectral density at 25 m, for velocity ratios υ of 0.4 (top left), 0.6 (top right) and

0.8 (bottom).

higher for velocity ratios of 0.4 and 0.6 than for 0.8, which is consistent with the

observations on the surface pressure fluctuations. Maximum levels are observed at

around f1 for velocity ratios of 0.4 and 0.6. For a velocity ratio of 0.8, the spec-

tra with both surfaces exhibit strong tonal components at a normalized frequency

f / f1 of 0.83 and at the corresponding harmonics 1.66, 2.48, 3.33, etc. A drop is

observed at high frequencies for all velocity ratios, probably due to the grid which,

according to a preliminary study, was too coarse to accurately propagate frequen-

cies over 2.5 f0 up to PS1 and PS2. PS1 and PS2 both yield a spectrum with

similar broadband characteristics, but local differences are observed. Differences

in the lower frequency regime around f / f1 = 0.1 could be attributed to the short

duration of the sample. Around f = f1, PS2 gives higher levels, especially around

υ = 0.6, where the difference in level reaches 10 dB. This could mean that sources

in the volume between PS1 and PS2 have a significant contribution to the sound

emitted. Differences between PS1 and PS2 could also be explained by the fact that

both surfaces cut the vortex wake at a position where the flow still contains strong

vorticity, thus triggering a loss of information.
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3.7 Conclusion

The flow past a NACA duct was simulated using time-averaged RANS and

time-dependent DES. The simulations were run for a low Mach number, at three

velocity ratios, defined as the ratio between the speed of the flow at the duct en-

trance and its free stream speed. It is observed that the flow exhibits a transition

from a laminar flow for high velocity ratios, to a more turbulent flow for lower

velocity ratios. Low velocity ratios are associated with louder sound levels in the

far-field, with a spectra showing a broadband character. The broadband compo-

nents are centred around a characteristic frequency f1 given by the ratio of the

speed of the flow at the duct entrance to the duct entrance depth. For a velocity

ratio of 0.8, the sound spectrum in the far-field has strong tonal components at 0.8

f1 and at the corresponding harmonics.

Further studies are being conducted to provide a more detailed analysis of the

sound sources, using beamforming and the FW-H acoustic analogy. The results

are still preliminary and are not included in this thesis.

This study has provided first insights into the acoustics of NACA ducts and

has paved the way to the development of a more silent inlet. In addition, it makes

an interesting and practical test case to apply the methods and tools that are being

developed and that will be used later on in the project.
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4
Propagation of sound from a moving
source in urban environment

In this chapter it is assumed that the sound sources are known and the focus

is placed on the propagation of the sound waves emitted from these sources. The

problem this work aims at answering is that of computing the sound field gener-

ated by a source distribution moving in a street lined with buildings. To simplify

this problem, the sources are assumed to be properly modelled by a superposition

of harmonic monopole sources, moving at a constant speed in a medium at rest.

Before presenting the method that was developed during this thesis, a background

on existing methods is given. This chapter refers to the work presented in Paper C.

4.1 Existing methods

Sound propagation methods can roughly be classified in two main categories:

the methods assuming that sound propagates along rays, called geometrical acous-

tic methods, and the methods based on the wave theory of sound. The main princi-

ples and applications of these two type of methods are presented briefly in the next

sections. A review of existing methods specific to urban sound propagation is then

given, leading to a description of the idea behind the method that was developed

during this project and that was published in Paper C44.
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4.1.1 Geometrical acoustic methods

Geometrical acoustics assumes that sound is propagated as rays or lines along

which the acoustic energy is transported. Diffracting effects are usually neglected

and these methods are valid mostly for high frequencies, when the wavelength is

small compared to the characteristic size of the objects in the field. These methods

are primarily used in room acoustics but applications can also be found in urban

noise prediction, yielding good results at mid and high frequencies. Geometrical

acoustic methods are also often used in auralization methods, to give an auditory

experience of a simulated problem.

Ray-tracing

In ray-tracing algorithms, the source emits a finite number of rays, each of

which carries a finite amount of energy. These rays travel and are reflected on the

boundaries. The amount of energy carried by each ray decreases as a result of

dissipation in air or absorption by non-perfectly reflecting boundaries. Although

computationally light, this method has drawbacks. First, diffraction effects are

neglected, and secondly, some details of the geometry are lost because of the finite

number of rays.

Method of image sources

The method of image sources avoids using a finite number of rays by consid-

ering image sources up to a certain order of reflections. The principle is simple:

reflections on boundaries are modelled by adding symmetrical fictional sources on

the other side of the boundaries. The number of sources grows exponentially with

increasing order of reflection. This method can be useful to get a fast estimate of

the sound field for high frequencies. However, it does not account for refraction

nor diffraction.

Improved ray-tracing using edge diffraction models

To improve upon standard geometrical acoustic methods, some methods pro-

pose to combine ray-tracing with edge diffraction models. Edge diffraction models

compute the effect of wedges on sound rays. This allows to compensate for the ef-

fect of finite surface on the reflection of sound. This also allows propagation of

sound in shadow areas and ensure the continuity of the sound field at the borders

of the shadow areas. Some examples of such models are the geometrical theory

of diffraction (GTD)45, the Biot-Tolstoy-Medwin (BTM) diffraction model46 or

more recently the model proposed by Svensson47. By accounting for diffraction

on wedges, the accuracy and frequency range of validity of ray-tracing methods

are theoretically extended.
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Such methods have been used for example to compute impulsive sound propa-

gation around buildings48.

4.1.2 Methods based on the wave theory of sound

In this section are addressed methods that aim at solving the equations of mo-

tion at various degrees of linearisation, such as the linearized Navier-Stokes equa-

tions (LNSE), the linearized Euler equations (LEE), the wave equation or its fre-

quency domain version, the Helmholtz equation. These methods consider sound

propagation in terms of waves and not rays, which theoretically make them valid

for a wider frequency range. However, the computational schemes are often costly,

and their use if therefore mostly limited to low and mid frequencies.

Volume-based methods

Volume-based methods aim at solving the governing acoustic equations by dis-

cretizing the volume of the domain. This can be done using methods such as the

finite element method (FEM), the finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method,

the Galerkin or discontinuous Galerkin scheme, or the wave expansion method

(WEM).

Surface-based methods

Solving the full domain can be computationally heavy, therefore surface-based

methods are sometimes preferable. These methods resolve boundary based formu-

lations of the governing equations, on the boundaries of the domain. An example

is the boundary element method (BEM). As the numerical process in the BEM

requires a matrix inversion, its use is still limited by the large computational cost

at high frequencies. Approximations can be made, for example the Kirchhoff ap-

proximation (to get an explicit form of the Kirchhoff-Helmholtz equation), or the

Maggi-Rubinowicz transformation (to transform the Kirchhoff-Helmhotlz equa-

tion into a line integral).

4.1.3 Methods specifically used for urban noise

There exist several empirical or semi-empirical models to predict road and rail-

way traffic noise49–54 for which Garg and Maji published a comparative review55.

These methods are mainly used by consultants, land planners and highway engi-

neers and focus on community noise56. They include both source and propagation

models, shifting from empirical models to more physical models as the compu-

tational resources increase55. These methods focus on predicting traffic noise in

communities. Other methods have been developed to compute propagation of the
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sound emitted by a point source in an urban environment, for both military † and

civil applications. Possible approaches for these problems are the boundary ele-

ment method (BEM), ray-tracing algorithms, geometrical acoustic methods com-

bined with diffraction models48, or other methods such as the extended Fourier

pseudospectral time-domain method based on the linearized Euler equations de-

veloped by Hornikx57. Heutschi presented in 2009 a method to compute multiple

coherent reflections in urban environment based on the Kirchhoff approximation,

which is part of the Swiss railway noise calculation sonRAIL58.

The application of the methods presented above to moving sources is not

straightforward, at least not in a non-quasi-static fashion. Recently, a method has

been developed by Dragna to address the problem of the external propagation of

sound from a moving source in the time domain59–61 . Methods for moving sources

and scattering by rigid surfaces can also be found in the field of aeroacoustics, even

though they have been developed mostly for aeronautical applications. One exam-

ple is the Fast Scattering Code developed by Tinetti 62 that could potentially be

applicable to this problem. This method simulates the acoustic field by expanding

the scattered acoustic pressure field into a series of point sources distributed on a

fictitious surface placed inside the actual scatterer.

4.1.4 Idea behind the proposed method

The work presented here is based on a similar idea as the work of Heutschi58,

but with a different approach and extended to the case of a moving source. The

main idea is to use the Kirchhoff approximation to simplify the Kirchhoff-Helmholtz

(KH) equation, thus reducing the cost that a regular BEM solving the full KH equa-

tion would have. By using the Kirchhoff approximation, the integral equation is

decoupled and the solution becomes explicit. By interpreting the integral in terms

of secondary sources on the surface of the scattering objects, further levels of re-

flections can be computed. The movement of the source is accounted for through

the introduction of a Doppler effect in the frequency of these secondary sources,

and also by adjusting the position of the source in function of the retarded time.

This method can be seen as a complementary approach to the methods cited in the

previous section.

This method may be placed somewhere between BEM and geometrical acous-

tics, frequency domain and time domain. It is related to a BEM because it com-

putes the KH integral equation on the surface of the reflecting objects. The differ-

ence is that it applies the Kirchhoff approximation to this integral equation, thus

reducing computational time. It is also related to geometrical acoustics because

it is based on the interpretation of the KH integral in terms of equivalent sources,

and necessitates to compute shadow domains under geometrical acoustics assump-

tions. The source is idealized as a harmonic monopole and the KH equation is

†to localize an isolated shooter, or an explosion for example
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derived in the frequency domain, but managing the movement of the source intro-

duces a time dependency related to the relative positions of the source, the objects

and the observer.

4.2 Kirchhoff-Helmholtz integral equation and Kirchhoff
approximation

The main ideas and equations behind the method are described in the follow-

ing sections. First the KH equation is presented, then the principles behind the

Kirchhoff approximation are explained. After that, the formulation with multiple

objects and moving source are introduced.

4.2.1 Kirchhoff-Helmholtz integral equation

The Kirchhoff-Helmholtz integral equation describes the acoustic field created

by a distribution of sources ŝ(ω, x), in the presence of an object of arbitrary shape

of surface S in a quiescent flow field. The acoustic pressure p̂ is assumed to obey

the Helmholtz equation

(∇2 + k2)p̂(ω, x) = −ŝ(ω, x). (4.1)

In what follows a single frequency is considered and ω is omitted for the conve-

nience of the reader. The derivation starts by considering the vector identity

G(∇2 + k2)p̂ − p̂(∇2 + k2)G = ∇ · (G∇p̂ − p̂∇G) (4.2)

where G is any function of the position. Using Eq. (4.1), and integrating both sides

of Eq. (4.2) over a volumeV bounded by S and a large outer sphere Sr of radius

r centered around the origin, gives

−
∫ ∫ ∫

V
GŝdV −

∫ ∫ ∫
V

p̂(∇2 + k2)GdV = −
∫ ∫

S
(G∇p̂ − p̂∇G) · ndS + Ir

(4.3)

where Gauss’ theorem has been applied on the right-hand side to turn the volume

integral into a surface integral on S and Sr. Ir is an integral over Sr expressed as

Ir = r2

∫ 2π

0

∫ π

0

(G
∂p̂
∂r
− p̂
∂G
∂r

)sinθdθdφ. (4.4)

So far G can be any function of the position. If G is taken as the Green’s function

satisfying the Helmholtz equation (∇2 + k2)Ĝ(x, x0) = −δ(x − x0) throughout V
then the second term of the left-hand side in Eq. (4.3) reduces to p̂(x0) by property

of the Dirac function. Now taking the limit r → +∞, and stipulating that the

pressure field and the Green’s function obey the Summerfeld radiation condition,
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gives |p̂|, |G| = o(1/|x|) when |x| → +∞, and Ir → 0 when r → ∞. Finally, by

defining the outward normal to S as nS = −n, Eq. (4.3) leads to the Kirchhoff-

Helmholtz equation with source term

p̂(x0) =

∫ ∫ ∫
V

GŝdV +
∫ ∫

S
(G∇p̂ − p̂∇G) · nS dS . (4.5)

In what follows the acoustic source is a simple point source located at y. The

acoustic pressure p̂ at an arbitrary point x located outside S and different from y
(see Figure 4.1) can be expressed as

p̂(x) = p̂inc(x) + p̂sc(x) (4.6)

where p̂inc is given by

p̂inc(x) = Ŝ 0Ĝ(x, y) (4.7)

and where p̂sc is expressed through the Kirchhoff-Helmholtz equation as

p̂sc(x) =

�
S

(
p̂(z)∇Ĝ(z, x) − Ĝ(z, x)∇p̂(z)

)
.noutdS z. (4.8)

Figure 4.1. Position of source, object and observer.

In Eq. (4.8), z is the variable on which the integral is performed, dS z is the

elementary volume around z, Ŝ 0 is the amplitude of the source, nout is the outward

normal to the surface S and Ĝ is the free field Green function given by

Ĝ(x, y) = Ĝ(r) =
1

4πr
e−ikr with r = x − y (4.9)

where r =| r |. Ĝ(x, y) is the solution of the inhomogeneous Helmholtz equation

(∇2 + k2)Ĝ(x, y) = −δ(x − y). Making the assumption of rigid objects, the second

term in the integral in Eq. (4.8) reduces to zero since the acoustic pressure on its

surface S satisfies the hard wall boundary condition ∇p̂.nout = 0.
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4.2.2 Kirchhoff approximation

The Kirchhoff approximation consists in decoupling scattered field and inci-

dent field, by considering the pressure on the surface of the object as being only

affected by the incoming waves, and not by the scattered field itself. This essen-

tially means that the surface pressure in the Kirchhoff-Helmholtz integral equation

is taken as their incident value — multiplied by a factor of 2 related to the reflection

—, and that the contribution of the scattered field on these value is neglected. The

integral equation becomes a simple integral, and no matrix inversion is required as

in a BEM.

Using the Kirchhoff approximation on the expression for the scattered pressure

yields

p̂sc(x) =

�
S

p̂sur f (z)∇Ĝ(z, x).noutdS z (4.10)

where

p̂sur f (z) = 2p̂inc(z)D(z, y) (4.11)

where y is the position of the source. In equation (4.11) a function D has been

introduced to account for shadow domains. D is defined as follows

D(x, y) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

0 if the line segment
]
xy

[
has an intersection

with at least one of the surface elements

constituting the object,

1 otherwise.

(4.12)

This approximation is appealing due to its simplicity, and its range of validity

has drawn a lot of attention in the past. What was observed it that the limitations

are found in 1) low frequency scattering (ka < 4, where a is a characteristic dimen-

sion of the object), 2) high angles source-object-observer and 3) for non convex

objects. This corresponds to situations where the acoustic pressure at the observer

is strongly dependent on regions of the object where the pressure field is affected

by pressure waves either diffracted or reflected by other parts of this object. For

the problem at hands, the conditions of validity of the approximation are most of

the time fulfilled since 1) ka > 4 for a wave of frequency f > 20 Hz scattered by a

building of characteristic size 10 m 2) the centre of interest is the pass-by signa-

ture of a vehicle passing in a street, therefore the angle vehicle-building-observer

is low, and 3) the scattering objects are mostly convex.

4.2.3 Computation of shadow domains

Using the Kirchhoff approximation requires to know which parts of the domain

are not directly reached by the source or by parts of other objects. A method is

proposed to compute the shadow domain associated with a given punctual source,

based on the assumption that all objects are meshed using triangular elements.
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The position of the source emitting the wave reaching a point x at t is given by

y(te), where te is the retarded time. x is in the shadow domain at t if the ray between

y(te) and x is intercepted by a boundary. This problem comes down to the problem

of knowing whether a line segment
]
xy

[
between two points in a 3D space has an

intersection with a triangle T or not. To do that, the projection Z of the point y

Source ( )

Receiver

A
B

C

Z

Figure 4.2. Intersection of a ray with a triangle in 3D space

on the plane containing the triangle is defined, as explained in Figure 4.2. If Z
belongs to T then there is intersection and x belongs to the shadow domain. Z
belongs to T if and only if Z can be expressed as a weighted sum of the vertices

A, B and C, all weights being positive. In practice, the position of Z is calculated

first then the weights α, β and γ are evaluated such that Z = αA+ βB+ γC and the

algorithm checks if these weights are all positive.

To express the shadow domains mathematically in the following sections, a

functionDI is introduced as

DI(x, y) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

0 if the line segment
[
xy

]
has an

intersection with at least one of

the objects belonging to ensemble I,

1 otherwise.

(4.13)

and is computed using the method described in this section. This function is an

extension of the function D defined in Eq. (4.12) to the case of multiple objects

and multiple scattering. The brackets are now closed to indicate that the points x
and y themselves have to be included in the computation of intersections.

4.3 Using the Kirchhoff approximation with multiple objects
and moving source

4.3.1 Extension to multiple scattering

When the sound field is scattered by multiple objects, Eq. (4.10) has to be

adapted. This is done by consecutive updates of the surface pressures. First, the

surface pressures on each objects are computed from the incident field only. Then

they are updated using the field scattered by other objects. Finally, the pressure

at the observer is computed using the Kirchhoff integral and the surface pressures
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computed in the previous step. This process can be repeated to get higher levels of

scattering. The pressure at the observer is computed through

p(x, t) = pinc(x, t) +
N∑

i=1

p(i)
sc,r(x, t) (4.14)

where N is the number of objects and p(i)
sc,r is the pressure field scattered by the

object i. Depending on the level of scattering, p(i)
sc,r is expressed differently.

Single level of scattering Here surface pressure are evaluated taking into ac-

count only the source and geometrical masking by other objects. Only the surface

of the objects that are visible from the source have non-zero pressure values, all

surfaces in shadow areas have zero pressure value. p(i)
sur f is evaluated through

p(i)
sur f (z, t) = 2p(i)

inc(z, t)D{1..N}(z, y) (4.15)

where y is the position of the source and where DI is defined by Eq. (4.13).

In D{1...N} all the objects are taken into account in the calculation of ray-surface

intersection, including the object on which the surface pressure is evaluated. The

acoustic pressure at the listener is then computed using Eq. (4.14) where p(i)
sc,r is

given by

p(i)
sc,r(x, t) =

�
Si

p(i)
sur f (z, t)∇Ĝ(z, x).noutD{1...N}\i(x, z)dS z (4.16)

D{1...N}\i expresses the hypothesis that only the equivalent sources for which a ray

of sound reaches the listener contribute to the acoustic pressure at the listener.

Two levels of scattering p(i,1)
sur f and p(i,2)

sur f on the object i contributing to the 1st

and 2nd levels of scattering are evaluated through⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣ p(i,1)
sur f (z, t) = 2p(i)

inc(z, t)Di(z, y)

p(i,2)
sur f (z, t) = 2

∑N
j=1, j�i

�
S j

p( j,1)

sur f (ξ, t)∇Ĝ(ξ, z).noutD{1...N}\ j(z, ξ)dS ξ.
(4.17)

In D{1...N}\ j all objects are taken into account in the calculation of ray-surface in-

tersection, except the object from which the scattered wave comes. In Di only

the object on which the surface pressure is evaluated is included in the ray-surface

intersection calculation, given that the masking effect of one object on another is

accounted for during the update of the surface pressure values by the scattered field

from this object. The acoustic pressure at the listener is then computed using Eq.

(4.14) where p(i)
sc,r = p(i,1)

sc,r + p(i,2)
sc,r with⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣ p(i,1)

sc,r (x, t) =
�
Si

p(i,1)
sur f (z, t)∇Ĝ(z, x).noutdS z

p(i,2)
sc,r (x, t) =

�
Si

p(i,2)
sur f (z, t)∇Ĝ(z, x).noutD{1...N}\i(x, z)dS z

(4.18)
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Three or more levels of scattering If Q ≥ 3 levels of scattering are to be com-

puted, then surface pressures corresponding to each level of scattering can be cal-

culated as detailed in Eq. (4.19).

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
p(i,1)

sur f (z, t) = 2p(i)
inc(z, t)Di(z, y)

p(i,q)

sur f (z, t) = 2
∑N

j=1, j�i

�
S j

p( j,q−1)

sur f (ξ, t)∇Ĝ(ξ, z).noutD j(z, ξ)dS ξ
p(i,Q)

sur f (z, t) = 2
∑N

j=1, j�i

�
S j

p( j,Q−1)

sur f (ξ, t)∇Ĝ(ξ, z).noutD{1...N}\ j(z, ξ)dS ξ

(4.19)

where p(i,q)

sur f designates the value of the surface pressure on object i contributing

to the qth level of scattering. The number of levels Q is chosen depending on the

number of scattering objects, on their configuration and on the desired order of

accuracy. The acoustic pressure at the listener is then computed using Eq. (4.14)

where p(i)
sc,r =

∑Q
i=1

p(i,q)
sc,r with

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
q = 1, p(i,1)

sc,r (x, t) =
�
Si

p(i,1)
sur f (z, t)∇Ĝ(z, x).noutdS z

q ≥ 2, p(i,q)
sc,r (x, t) =

�
Si

p(i,q)

sur f (z, t)∇Ĝ(z, x).noutdS z

p(i,Q)
sc,r (x, t) =

�
Si

p(i,Q)
sur f (z, t)∇Ĝ(z, x).noutD{1...N}\i(x, z)dS z.

(4.20)

Figure 4.3 describes the process for 2 objects and 2 levels of scattering.

4.3.2 Extension to moving source

If the source is moving with a constant subsonic speed v0, as considered in this

paper, then the movement of the source during the propagation from the source

to the listener has to be accounted for. The acoustic incident pressure from the

moving source is expressed as

p(x, t) =
Ŝ 0

4πr(te) | 1 − Mr(te) |
eiω0te (4.21)

where te is the so-called retarded time solution of c0(t − te) = r(te) and r(te) =

x − y(te)63. te corresponds to the time at which the pressure wave reaching the

receiver at t is emitted by the source. Mr = M.er = M cos θ is the projection of

the source Mach number (M = V/c0) in the direction towards the observer, and

er = r/r.

To express the scattered pressure through a Kirchhoff integral, Eq. (4.10) needs

to be modified. Indeed the Kirchhoff-Helmholtz equation leading to Eq. (4.10) has

been derived in the frequency domain and is therefore not applicable as it is in the

case of a moving source. An intuitive approach to modify this equation is presented

here.

Eq. (4.10) can be interpreted in terms of Huygens’ sources: the presence of

the object is replaced by a certain number of equivalent sources on its surface as
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Source

Listener

Source

Listener

Source

Listener

Step q = 1

Step q = 2

Final step

Figure 4.3. Computation process for 2 objects and 2 levels of scattering.

Step q = 1: Incident pressure from the source is computed on the objects and on the observer. Illumi-

nated areas where the surface pressure values are updated are represented in color.

Step q = 2: Surface pressure values on each object for the 2nd level of scattering are computed from

the scattered pressure from the other object using the suface pressure values of step 1.

Final step: Eventually acoustic pressure at the observer is computed by addition of the incident pressure

wave and the scattered pressure waves from the two objects, for the two levels of scattering.

explained in Figure 4.4. Due to the Doppler effect, each of these point sources

receives and emits a wave of frequency ωe, where ωe is a function of the position

and time.

The amplitude and frequency of the equivalent sources are dependent on the

speed of the source and on its position at a given time. The frequencies of the

equivalent sources are given by the Doppler shift applied to the frequency of the

real source

ωe =
ω0

1 − Mr
. (4.22)

The scattered field is then evaluated in a second step, by considering the prop-

agation of sound from the object with its equivalent sources to the listener in the

frequency domain. This is only valid under these two hypothesis:
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Figure 4.4. Scattering of the sound wave from a moving source by a rigid object seen as Huygens’

equivalent sources, in 2 steps.

• The source is moving slowly enough so that a listener on the object hears

locally at a given time a harmonic wave.

• The distance from the source to the object is much larger than the distance

from the object to the listener so that the propagation time from the object

to the listener can be neglected, or the speed of the source is small enough

to consider it fixed during the propagation from the object to the listener.

A possible improvement to extend this study beyond the scope of the second

hypothesis would be to evaluate the surface pressures at a retarded time which

can for example correspond to the propagation time between the source and the

geometric centre of the object.

Mathematically, Figure 4.4 translates as

p(x, t) = pinc(x, t) +
�
S

2pinc(z, t)∇zĜ(z, x,kz).nout

·D(z, y(te))dS z

(4.23)
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where pinc is given by Eq. (4.21) and where te is the retarded time introduced

earlier. The wave number kz is the perceived wave number.

4.3.3 Moving source and multiple scattering

If the source is moving, the problem of multiple scattering becomes more com-

plex than in the case of a fixed source. A possible way to deal with this problem

is to adopt an intuitive approach based on equivalent sources as in Section 4.3.2.

This method has been implemented in the code and is explained here on the ex-

ample of two objects and two orders of scattering, as shown in Figure 4.5. The

Source

Listener

0

Object 1

Object 2

Figure 4.5. Interpretation of multiple scattering of a single ray from a moving source up to a listener.

principle is the following. The source emits a sound wave that reaches Object 1.

If the speed of the source is not too large, each point on the surface of this object

will see a harmonic wave of frequency ωp given by Eq. (4.22). Using the Huygens

principle, each of these point can be considered as a fictive source emitting a pres-

sure wave at its own perceived frequency. This wave will reach the second object,

where this time all the points will hear a sound at the same frequency, since the

objects are fixed relatively to each other. Then these fictitious equivalent sources

on Object 2 will emit a sound of still the same frequency ωp reaching the receiver.

In a more general form, the expression for the total pressure at the listener could be

derived from Eqs. (4.14), (4.19) and (4.20) by introducing the shifted frequencies

and the retarded time and by replacing the expression for the incident pressure by

Eq. (4.21). As each integration point on the objects are considered as individual

sources of their own perceived frequency, the computational cost increases expo-

nentially with the level of scattering. Therefore only two levels of scattering are

currently implemented in the method for the case of a moving source.

4.4 Validation of the method

Three test cases were run to assess the method. The first case is a study of

the scattering of a plane wave by a rigid sphere for which the analytical solution
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is well-known. The results showed that the Kirchhoff approximation is well im-

plemented, and that the Kirchhoff approximation can be used for high-frequency

scattering for values of ka superior to 3 at least which confirms the results that can

be found in the literature. They also showed that the use of the Kirchhoff approx-

imation is better suited to compute backward scattering than forward scattering.

A consequence of this is that the method is mostly suited to configurations where

backward scattering is involved, and may not give accurate result when forward

scattering is needed at any stage in the process. The second case focused on the

scattering of a spherical harmonic sound wave by a flat rigid panel. The results

confirmed that the Kirchhoff approximation gives good results for high frequen-

cies and small angles of scattering, in the case of an object with flat surfaces and

sharp edges, as is a building façade. The last case was a simulation of the sound

field generated by a moving harmonic monopole source passing in front of two

infinitely high buildings where results are compared with results obtained by a

higher-order finite difference time-domain solver (FDTD)64–66. This last case is

presented here.

4.4.1 Validation and example of the method for a urban
configuration

In this section are presented the results of a study of the propagation of a sound

wave emitted by a moving point source passing by two rigid buildings. The con-

figuration is presented in Figure 4.6. The two buildings have horizontal sections

of L = 20 m by l = 10 m and they are separated by s = 8 m. They are assumed

to have flat rigid surfaces. The source is a monopole point source of frequency

87.5 Hz travelling at constant speed v0 = 60 m.s-1 in the z = 0 plane, at a distance

d = 10 m from the front façades of the buildings. At this speed, the Doppler effect

causes a shift in the perceived frequency of up to around 20% for observers facing

the source. In these conditions the movement of the source has to be treated in a

non quasi-static fashion which justifies the use of this method. The surrounding

flow field consists of homogeneous isotropic air at rest, with a sound speed of 346

m.s-1. The ground is not modelled. Instead, the buildings extend in both +z and

−z direction. The results obtained with the Kirchhoff method are compared with

results obtained with a FDTD method, that are considered as reference results. In

the z direction, the buildings are extended up to the outer boundary of the domain

for the FDTD method. They have a finite vertical height of 60 m for the Kirchhoff

method - high enough so that the edge effects from the top and bottom edges of

the buildings have a negligible contribution in the z = 0 plane, in which the results

are analyzed. In these conditions the buildings can be considered as infinitely tall

in both simulations. The domain for the FDTD code extends from -10 to 80 m

in the x direction, from -10 to 70 m in the y direction and from -50 to 50 m in

the z direction. A sponge zone is set at each outer boundary and is adjusted to
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ensure very low reflections. A uniform structured mesh was used with 10 points

per wavelength. The source has been matched in amplitude and phase in an empty

domain so that a fixed source at (20, 20, 0) m gives the same amplitude at the lis-

tener position (40, 30, 0) m for both methods. For both simulations the source is

located at (20, 20, 0) m at time t = 0 and moves along the y = 20 m line towards

increasing x.

0
= 0

l

L sd

Figure 4.6. Positions of the source and buildings in the z = 0 plane for validation against FDTD

method.

The fields of acoustic pressure at times 0.200 s and 0.334 s, respectively, are

represented in Figures 4.7 and 4.8 together with the pressure along the lines y = 10

m and y = 26 m.

On the whole the agreement between the two methods is good. Both meth-

ods give similar patterns for interferences and local maxima and minima of the

pressure field are well represented. Some differences can be observed locally,

in particular between the two buildings where multiple scattering from the edges

strongly affects the field. Indeed multiple reflections are only accounted up to or-

der 2 in the Kirchhoffmethod whereas a higher number of reflections occurs in the

FDTD solver. The extracted pressures on the lines y = 10 m and y = 26 m show
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Figure 4.7. Acoustic pressure field at time 0.200 s for the FDTD solver (left) and the Kirchhoff

method (middle) for a moving source of frequency 87.5 Hz, acoustic pressure along the line y = 26 m
(top right), acoustic pressure along the line y = 10 m (bottom right). Values are normalized by the

pressure amplitude at 5 m from the source.
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Figure 4.8. Acoustic pressure field at time 0.334 s for the FDTD solver (left) and the Kirchhoff

method (middle) for a moving source of frequency 87.5 Hz, acoustic pressure along the line y = 26 m
(top right), acoustic pressure along the line y = 10 m (bottom right). Values are normalized by the

pressure amplitude at 5 m from the source.

a good agreement between both methods, the agreement being better closer to the

building façades.

The simulations presented in Figures 4.7 and 4.8 have been computed with

two orders of scattering in the Kirchhoff-based method. As the main focus here is

the sound field in the street where the source is moving, the first order might be

sufficient and can drastically reduce the computation time. The acoustic pressure

field as predicted at time 0.200 s with the Kirchhoff method with only one level

of reflection on the building façades is represented in Figure 4.9. The values along

the lines y = 10 m and y = 26 m are very close to the ones with two orders of re-

flection represented in Figure 4.7 (right) and the difference would not be visible on

such plots. They are therefore not shown here. As expected, the only improvement

brought by a second level of reflection concerns the acoustic field between the two

buildings. The Kirchhoff method with only one level of scattering is very interest-

ing here because it produces similar results with a much faster computational time.

To visualize the reflections of second order, the substraction of the acoustic field

with one and two levels of reflection is represented in Figure 4.10. The reflected

wave on the right façade of the left building after reflection on the left façade of

the right building is clearly noticeable.
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Figure 4.9. Acoustic pressure field at time 0.200 s as predicted by the Kirchhoff method with one

order of reflection on the building façades.

For these computations, a triangular mesh with 2 points per wavelength was
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Figure 4.10. Difference between second order and first order reflection in the acoustic pressure field at

time 0.200 s as predicted by the Kirchhoff method.

used on the surface of the buildings, and the numerical integration was performed

using a 3 points Gauss–Legendre quadrature, yielding a total of 4 points per wave-

length. It has been observed that results were improved with a finer mesh, at the

expense of computational cost. The graphs presented here show that good results

can be obtained with a relatively coarse mesh.

The FDTD method and the Kirchhoff method are really different by nature

and it is interesting to see that the results are so similar. The Kirchhoff method

produces results which are more approximate than a BEM or a FDTD method

but that has the advantage of being less computationally demanding. The loss in

information due to the approximations is small and the results are accurate enough

to get a good idea of the sound level as the source passes by the two buildings.

4.5 Conclusion

This chapter has presented an approximate method to compute the sound field

generated by a moving harmonic monopole point source taking into account scat-

tering by nearby objects. This method is based on the Kirchhoff–Helmholtz in-

tegral equation and uses the Kirchhoff approximation. Multiple scattering is ac-

counted for by successive evaluations of the surface pressures and the movement

of the source is accounted for by the introduction of the Doppler shift and the re-

tarded time in the expressions of the incident and the scattered field. This method

has been evaluated in three test cases:

• The scattering of a plane wave by a rigid sphere where an analytical solution

can be derived.

• The scattering of a spherical sound wave by a rigid plane panel where nu-

merical and experimental results exist.

• The scattering of a moving point source by two adjacent tall buildings where

reference results have been obtained with a higher-order FDTD solver.
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Results have been shown to be good for high frequency scattering from one

object and comparable with results from a FDTD method for a moving source

passing by two tall buildings, when the focus of study is the sound field on the side

of the source.

Future work may include further validation of the code and implementation

of the reflection from the ground. Source distribution should also be modelled so

as to be able to use this method on a more realistic case. Some improvements

on the speed of the code should also be made in order to deal with more realistic

source distribution and source signals, due to the high number of point sources and

frequencies that would be involved.
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5
Conclusion and outlook

5.1 Summary

In order to assess the sound field generated by a passing vehicle so as to im-

prove its design, a suitable modelling for both noise generation processes and noise

propagation is needed. This thesis has studied approaches for, first, the modelling

of the near-field flow using detached eddy simulations and the identification of

acoustic sources using the Ffowcs Williams and Hawkings acoustic analogy, and

secondly, the modelling of the sound propagation from a moving source in a urban

environment.

The near-field flow analysis was performed on a specific example, that of a

submerged air inlet. The flow was shown to be well resolved through DES, and

some first estimations of the acoustic emissions were made. The simulations of

the flow have shown a very good agreement with experimental data, and provide a

robust framework for further acoustic studies on this inlet.

The method that was developed for the acoustic propagation is an approximate

boundary-based method. It uses the Kirchhoff approximation to get an explicit

solution to the Kirchhoff-Helmholtz integral equation, which makes it differ from

a regular BEM. The model is extended to account for multiple reflections and

moving sources. Multiple reflections are treated through consecutive updates of

the surface pressures, and the movement of the source is accounted for through

the introduction of a retarded time and a Doppler shift. The method has been

assessed with success on three test cases, from simple scatterers to a more realistic

configuration.
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5.2 Future work

A future step of the project will consist in coupling sound generation and sound

propagation. This coupling will raise new questions. A proper method to extract

acoustic sources will be needed, based on an appropriate use of acoustic analogies

at a well-suited location between the near- and far-field flow. Current research is

being conducted on a beamforming technique, that could be used either in coupling

or as a complement to the FW-H acoustic analogy, in order to identify and quantify

the sound sources. This method should be developed on the inlet case, for which

robust and accurate simulations of the flow have been made, and then applied to a

more generic test case that should model the shape of a typical road vehicle. The

acoustic sources, once properly extracted, will be introduced in the propagation

model.

Once the coupling achieved, the next step could consist in developing an au-

tomated process to optimize the shape of the vehicle with respect to its pass-by

acoustic characteristics and its aerodynamic performances. This process, applied

to the case of the NACA inlet, could lead to the development of a more silent and

aerodynamically efficient air inlet for ground vehicles.

Later on, other aspects should be included in the process, such as the modelling

of the car-body in terms of acoustic impedance, which can affect sound propaga-

tion in the near-field and its directivity. Other sources should also be included,

both internal and external, based on modelling or semi-experimental data, in order

to get a complete acoustic picture of a passing vehicle and to be able to improve

upon its design, therefore contributing to the development of more sustainable fu-

ture vehicle concepts.
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